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SUMMARY

DNA replication in eukaryotes generates DNA super-
coiling, which may intertwine (braid) daughter chro-
matin fibers to form precatenanes, posing topologi-
cal challenges during chromosome segregation.
The mechanisms that limit precatenane formation
remain unclear. By making direct torque measure-
ments, we demonstrate that the intrinsic mechanical
properties of chromatin play a fundamental role in
dictating precatenane formation and regulating chro-
matin topology. Whereas a single chromatin fiber is
torsionally soft, a braided fiber is torsionally stiff,
indicating that supercoiling on chromatin substrates
is preferentially directed in front of the fork during
replication. We further show that topoisomerase II
relaxation displays a strong preference for a single
chromatin fiber over a braided fiber. These results
suggest a synergistic coordination—the mechanical
properties of chromatin inherently suppress precate-
nane formation during replication elongation by
driving DNA supercoiling ahead of the fork, where
supercoiling is more efficiently removed by topo-
isomerase II.

INTRODUCTION

The helical nature of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) innately pro-

motes the generation of torsional stress during essential pro-

cesses such as replication and transcription (Postow et al.,

2001;Ullsperger et al., 1995;Watson andCrick, 1953).Motor pro-

teins involved in these processes track the helical groove of

dsDNA and thus twist the DNA as they forward translocate.

This action creates topological impasses during chromatin repli-

cation and gene expression (Postow et al., 2001). How they are

resolved remains an outstanding fundamental problem in biology.

In particular, to ensure successful cell division, the two newly

replicated daughter DNA strands must fully segregate, without
any intertwining. However, replication over each helical rise of

dsDNA produces one (+) supercoil (Ullsperger et al., 1995),

which typically cannot dissipate efficiently via DNA end rotation

due to topological barriers (Dixon et al., 2012; Naughton et al.,

2013) and must therefore distribute to the DNA ahead of and/

or behind the replication fork, where it may then be removed

by topoisomerases. Supercoiling distributed behind the fork

intertwines (or ‘‘braids’’) the two daughter strands, forming pre-

catenanes (Champoux and Been, 1980). If left unresolved, pre-

catenanes mature into full DNA catenanes that obstruct proper

chromosome separation and cause DNA damage and genome

instability (Keszthelyi et al., 2016). The detrimental nature of un-

resolved chromatin intertwining highlights the importance of

mechanisms that limit precatenane formation and allow for the

efficient resolution of DNA supercoiling. The complexity of these

topological challenges in the context of chromatin, however, has

posed significant barriers to experimentation. As a conse-

quence, our mechanistic understanding of such processes has

remained conspicuously limited despite their great importance

to cellular viability.

The partitioning of supercoiling between the front and back of

the replisome is coupled to replisome rotation (also known as

fork rotation) (Champoux and Been, 1980; Postow et al., 2001).

A non-rotating replisome directs supercoiling into the DNA

ahead of the replication fork as it elongates, whereas a rotating

replisome will distribute supercoiling behind the fork, leading to

catenation of the daughter DNA strands. In vivo genetics studies

examining eukaryotic fork rotation have found that rotation is

largely inhibited during replication elongation by protein com-

plexes associated with the replisome (Schalbetter et al., 2015)

but occurs near termination, when two replisomes collide

head-on (Seidman and Salzman, 1979; Sundin and Varshavsky,

1981; Tapper and DePamphilis, 1978), and near stable protein-

DNA fragile sites (Schalbetter et al., 2015). The mechanisms by

which these behaviors are accomplished and regulated remain

unclear.

These previous studies focused on the interactions of specific

proteins with the replisome in restricting fork rotation. However,

the intrinsic role of the torsional mechanics of the chromatin

substrates has remained largely overlooked. Fork rotation is
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Figure 1. Torsional Stiffness of the Chromatin Substrates Dictates Supercoiling Partitioning during DNA Replication

For simplicity of illustration, naked DNA is shown here instead of chromatin. During replication, torque is balanced on both sides of the replisome, and thus

supercoiling partitions based on the ratio of the torsional stiffness of the substrate in front of the replisome to that of the substrate behind the replisome. Shown are

two extreme possibilities of partitioning. If the torsional stiffness of the single substrate in front of the replisome is much smaller, replisome rotation is minimal and

supercoiling partitions primarily to the front. On the other hand, if the torsional stiffness of the braided substrate behind the replisome is much smaller, the re-

plisome rotates extensively and supercoiling partitions primarily to behind the replisome.
an inherently mechanical process related to the balance of

torque ahead of and behind the replisome. Despite the fact

that a replisome can actively generate torsion during replica-

tion, it lacks any means of driving its substrates out of torsional

equilibrium because the replisome itself experiences minimal

viscous drag (Quantification and Statistical Analysis) and is

not known to be tethered to any cellular scaffolding. Thus,

supercoiling generated by replisome progression will partition

ahead of and behind the fork to maintain a balance of torque

(Figure 1). Consequently, if it is easier to twist the DNA ahead

of the fork, then fork rotation will be minimal and (+) supercoiling

will primarily remain in front of the replisome. By contrast, if it

is easier to twist the DNA behind the fork, (+) supercoiling

will primarily distribute behind the replisome by fork rotation,

forming precatenanes. Through this torque balance, the

torsional mechanical properties of single and braided chromatin

fibers play a decisive role in determining supercoiling partition-

ing and the occurrence of fork rotation. This, in turn, has

implications for the efficient resolution of supercoiling by topoi-

somerases. However, these torsional mechanical properties

remain largely unknown.

Despite being integral to eukaryotic replication, braided chro-

matin fibers have not been previously investigated mechanisti-

cally due to the complexity in creating such substrates. In this

work, we have developed methods to create and benchmark

both single and braided chromatin fiber substrates, determined

their torsional mechanical properties, and examined how

topoisomerase II (topo II) differentially relaxes these substrates.

Our measurements reveal that the intrinsic torsional mechanical

properties of chromatin play a fundamental role in suppressing
620 Cell 179, 619–631, October 17, 2019
precatenation by preferentially partitioning DNA supercoiling to

the single chromatin fiber in front of a replisome, which we

show to be a preferred substrate for topo II. This work demon-

strates the importance of chromatin torsional mechanics and

its synergistic coordination with topoisomerase activity in regu-

lating DNA topology.

RESULTS

Single and Double Chromatin Fiber Substrates
Investigation of the torsional mechanical properties of chromatin

substrates required the development of methods to form both

long single chromatin fiber substrates (as would be located in

front of a replisome) and long double chromatin substrates (as

would be located behind a replisome) and to assess the nucleo-

some array size and nucleosome quality for both types of sub-

strates (Figure 2). Once established, these methods create

benchmarks for torsional mechanical investigations for this

study and provide broader opportunities to utilize chromatin fi-

bers in potential future studies of processes taking place over

chromatin.

To form a chromatin fiber, we assembled nucleosomes onto a

12.7 kbp DNA molecule containing 64 repeats of a nucleosome

positioning element (NPE) flanked by �500 bp multi-labeled

tethering adaptor at each end (Figures 2A and S1; Method De-

tails). This DNA length is comparable to the mean distance that

a replisome replicates through in yeast, which is estimated to

be �15 kbp (Bell and Labib, 2016; Sekedat et al., 2010). Impor-

tantly, all mechanical and topoisomerase activity measurements

were conducted in the same physiological buffer that contains
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Figure 2. Stretching Single and Double Chromatin Fiber Arrays

(A) DNA template design. For details, see the ‘‘DNA Template Construction’’ section in Method Details.

(B) Experimental configuration to stretch a single chromatin fiber along the axial direction of the AOT to disrupt nucleosomes.

(C) An example trace of the force-extension curve of a single chromatin fiber containing �53 nucleosomes, showing �72 bp of smooth outer-turn DNA release

and�75 bp of sudden inner-turn release from each nucleosome. Outer-turn DNA release starts at�2 pN and ends at�15 pN, before the inner-turn DNA release

(legend continued on next page)
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magnesium and is compatible with topo II activity (Quantification

and Statistical Analysis).

To benchmark a single chromatin substrate, we mechanically

disrupted the nucleosomes in the substrate. Each chromatin fi-

ber was torsionally constrained between two surfaces via

multi-labeled tethering adaptors at the two ends. One end was

anchored to the surface of a microscope coverslip, while the

other end was anchored to the bottom of a nanofabricated

quartz cylinder held in an angular optical trap (AOT) (Figure 2B).

The AOT permits direct torque measurements of a biological

substrate under a controlled amount of supercoiling and also

has the ability to measure forces and displacements of a trapped

cylinder (Deufel et al., 2007; Forth et al., 2008; Ma et al., 2013,

2019; Sheinin et al., 2011). Our AOT has also been optimized

for long DNA substrates (Figure S2). For this particular assay,

we did not introduce any twist to the substrate; the AOT was

used only to stretch the chromatin fiber along the axial direction

of the AOT to disrupt nucleosomes.

The resulting force-extension curve was used to characterize

the composition of the nucleosome array (e.g., nucleosomes

versus subnucleosomal structures) and the number of nucleo-

somes on the DNA (Figure 2C). We interpret such curves based

on a multi-stage disruption model of chromatin that we previ-

ously established (Brower-Toland et al., 2002, 2005; Brower-

Toland and Wang, 2004; Hall et al., 2009; Sheinin et al., 2013).

Under lower forces (2 pN < F < 15 pN, between the two dashed

curves), exit and entry DNA (interacting primarily with H2A/H2B

dimers) is released from histone core octamers. This ‘‘outer-

turn’’ DNA is �72 bp in length for each nucleosome. The release

is gradual, occurring simultaneously over all nucleosomes with a

force plateau at �3 pN. By assaying the total DNA released in

this low force region, we determined the number of nucleosomes

initially containing a wrapped outer-turn Nout, corresponding to

the number of complete octamers bound to the template. The

second stage of the disruption starts as the force increases

beyond 15 pN, where distinctive disruption force peaks are

clearly detectable (see inset), with a mean disruption force of

�26 pN (Figure 2F). Each high disruption force peak corre-

sponds to a release of �75 bp of ‘‘inner-turn’’ DNA (interacting

primarily with the H3/H4 tetramer) from a single nucleosome

(Figure 2G). This stage of disruption occurs sequentially among

nucleosomes. By assaying the total DNA released in this inner-

turn region, we determined the number of bound tetramers Nin.
starts, similar to what we have reported previously (Brower-Toland et al., 2002, 20

of lengths such that their force-extension curves cross the chromatin fiber curve

released. The black solid curve corresponds to a naked DNA whose number of

dashed curves of the inset are naked DNA curves with 75 bp increments in leng

(D) Experimental configuration to stretch a double chromatin fiber along the axia

(E) An example trace of the resulting force-extension curve of a double chromatin

et al., 1997) are theoretical curves of two parallel naked DNAmolecules of lengths

to characterize the amount of outer-turn DNA released. The black solid curve is a t

12,667 bp, the same as the DNA template length of the chromatin fiber. The dashe

increments in length.

(F) The distributions of inner-turn disruption force for single and double chromati

(G) The distributions of extension change from inner-turn disruptions for single and

defined as the change in the DNA contour length and expressed either in units o

this value.

See also Figures S3 and S4.
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Similar nucleosome disruption characteristics have been re-

ported by several other groups for shorter single chromatin fibers

(Gemmen et al., 2005; Li et al., 2016; Mack et al., 2012; Meng

et al., 2015).

Notably, we also developed amethod to create a double chro-

matin fiber. For this substrate to better reflect the leading and

lagging strands behind a replisome, we surveyed what is known

about whether each of the two strands can rotate freely around

its own helical axis during replication. The DNA in the lagging

strand is generally thought to be able to freely rotate due to the

presence of the single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) regions of the

Okazaki fragments (Postow et al., 2001; Ullsperger et al.,

1995). For the leading strand, although some torsion accumula-

tion may occur (Yu and Dröge, 2014), free rotation may still be a

reasonable approximation (Postow et al., 2001; Ullsperger et al.,

1995). Torsion within the leading strand may be relaxed because

two replisomes initiating from the same origin move in opposite

directions, resulting in the leading strand of one replisome being

the lagging strand of the other replisome (Burgers and Kunkel,

2017) and thus allowing the leading strand to rotate freely around

its helical axis. In addition, DNA polymerasesmay exchange with

others in solution (Beattie et al., 2017; Lewis et al., 2017), tran-

siently detach from the DNA (Kurth et al., 2013), and/or rotate

relative to the helicase at the replication fork (Zhou et al.,

2017). Given these considerations, both chromatin fibers used

to form double chromatin fiber substrates in our experiments

were nicked in order to allow rotation about their respective

helical axes.

To form a double chromatin fiber substrate, we tethered two

nicked chromatin fibers between the coverslip and the bottom

of a quartz cylinder held in the AOT (Methods Details). To bench-

mark the number and quality of nucleosomes of a double chro-

matin fiber substrate, we stretched it along the axial direction

of the AOT to disrupt nucleosomes (Figure 2D). The resulting

force-extension curve showed a force that was roughly double

that of a single chromatin fiber because the force was applied

to two nearly parallel nucleosome arrays (Figures 2E and 2F). A

closer examination of the inner-turn DNA release at the high

force disruption region shows that some disruptions from the

two fibers occurred concurrently, giving rise to a 75 bp DNA

release from each fiber, while other disruptions occurred

sequentially, giving rise to half of the 75 bp DNA release (Fig-

ure 2G). Using a similar analysis as that for a single chromatin
05). The two gray dashed curves (Wang et al., 1997) correspond to naked DNA

at 2 pN and 15 pN and are used to characterize the amount of outer-turn DNA

base pairs is the same as that of the chromatin fiber’s DNA (12,667 bp). The

th.

l direction of the AOT to disrupt nucleosomes.

fiber, each containing �47 nucleosomes. The two gray dashed curves (Wang

such that they cross the chromatin fiber curves at 4 pN and 30 pN and are used

heoretical force-extension curve of two parallel naked DNAmolecules, each of

d curves of the inset are naked DNA curves of two parallel molecules with 75 bp

n fiber substrates. The peak values of these distributions are indicated.

double chromatin fiber substrates. Extension change at a disruption event was

f nm or bp. The two dashed lines are located at 25.5 nm (or 75 bp) and half of



fiber, the force-extension relation allowed us to estimate Nout

and Nin for each substrate.

These stretching experiments (Figures 2, S3, and S4) were

performed at the end of each torsional measurement described

below. This allowed us to determine the number of nucleosomes

in a single chromatin fiber substrate (Figures S3A and S3B) and

the mean number of nucleosomes of each fiber in a double

chromatin fiber substrate (Figures S4A and S4B). We selected

chromatin fibers withNout andNin being comparable within mea-

surement uncertainties, consistent with fibers containing primar-

ily full nucleosomes (Quantification and Statistical Analysis). This

minimized contributions from subnucleosomes (Nout being

substantially smaller than Nin) that may be generated during

nucleosome assembly or sample handling. These stretching ex-

periments, coupled with the reversibility requirement imposed

for the torsional measurement experiments described below

(Figures S3E and S4D), provided a rigorous assessment to eval-

uate the nucleosome saturation level, integrity, and stability for

both the single (Figure S3) and double (Figure S4) chromatin

substrates. Only chromatin fibers that passed all of these tests

were included for further analysis (Quantification and Statistical

Analysis).

Single Chromatin Substrates Effectively Absorb (+)
Supercoiling
Despite the importance of chromatin torsional mechanics in

replication, the torsional properties of chromatin fibers remain

largely unknown. To determine the torsional stiffness, both

DNA supercoiling and torque must be simultaneously measured.

DNA supercoiling characterizes the additional turns added to the

DNA, whereas torque characterizes how difficult it is to add

those turns. Although more standard methods, such as two-

dimensional gel electrophoresis, are available to assay DNA

supercoiling, those methods cannot be used to measure torque.

In comparison, the AOT is ideally suited for direct and simulta-

neous measurements of these properties.

To address how a single chromatin fiber (as would be located

in front of a replisome) responds to torsion, we used the AOT to

lift the chromatin fiber off the coverslip and placed it under a

small constant force of 0.5 pN, comparable to that estimated

for what might occur in vivo (Charvin et al., 2004), and we then

introduced twist into the fiber in both directions. During this

time, the extension and torque of the fiber were simultaneously

measured, allowing for direct determination of the torsional

properties of a single chromatin fiber (Figures 3A–3C). Since

previous studies showed that canonical nucleosomes are

stable under a moderate amount of (+) torsion (Bancaud et al.,

2007) but become structurally deformed when (+) torsion be-

comes excessive (superhelical density, defined as the number

of turns added or removed relative to the total number of turns

in a relaxed DNA, s> + 0:08) (Bancaud et al., 2007), we limited

the number of (+) turns added to the fiber for the single chromatin

fiber ðs < + 0:05Þ (Figure 3) and selected traces whose exten-

sion signals were reversible as turns were added and then

removed (Figure S3E).

When a naked DNAmolecule was twisted under identical con-

ditions, we found that the extension decreased symmetrically for

both (+) and (�) twist (Figures 3B and S2C), as expected (Ma
et al., 2013, 2019; Strick et al., 1996). Surprisingly, we found

that twisting a chromatin fiber resulted in an asymmetric

response, in which the fiber was able to absorb substantially

more turns of (+) supercoiling before a large change in extension

was induced (Figures 3B and S3D–S3G). We attribute this asym-

metry to the left-handedness of nucleosomes.

Importantly, the (+) torsional stiffness (i.e., the slope of the tor-

que versus turns relationship) of chromatin was dramatically

decreased relative to that of naked DNA (Figure 3C). Thus, in

comparison with naked DNA, a single chromatin fiber is torsion-

ally softer and able to more effectively resist (+) torque buildup

with added twist. Earlier studies carried out under lower salt con-

ditions suggested that chromatin serves as a topological buffer

to DNA supercoiling (Bancaud et al., 2006; Celedon et al.,

2009). Our studies support this notion by providing direct torque

measurements under physiological conditions. This topological

buffer could be a result of the ability of a nucleosome to adopt

different entry and exit linker DNA configurations, allowing for

efficient absorption of supercoiling (Bancaud et al., 2006).

Although not the focus of this work, these measurements also

have implications for the twin-supercoiled domain model of tran-

scription (Liu and Wang, 1987) over chromatin. The softer (+)

torsional stiffness in front of the RNA polymerase may facilitate

transcription elongation, whereas the relatively stiffer (�)
torsional stiffness behind may facilitate nucleosome assembly.

We also converted the measured torsional stiffness into the

torsional modulus (Quantification and Statistical Analysis), which

is an intrinsic property of a substrate. We found that the (+)

torsional modulus of a chromatin fiber decreased as nucleosome

saturation was increased (Figure 3D). Thus, the ability of a single

chromatin fiber to buffer (+) torsion increases with the level of

nucleosome saturation.

Braided Chromatin Substrates Resist (+) Supercoiling
We next carried out torsional experiments, similar to those for a

single chromatin fiber substrate described above, but with a

double chromatin fiber substrate in which each fiber was nicked

to prevent torsion buildup within each fiber (Method Details; Fig-

ure 4A). Wemechanically braided the two fibers by twisting them

to form structures akin to precatenanes while monitoring exten-

sion and torque (Figures 4B and 4C).

In these experiments, the ends of the two chromatin fibers

could assume a range of possible anchor separation distances

at each surface, whereas the anchor separation of chromatin

fibers at a replisome is expected to be rather small (<100 nm)

compared to the size of the replicons (Quantification and Statis-

tical Analysis). This motivated us to develop a rigorousmethod to

identify traces with small anchor separations (Figure S5; Quanti-

fication and Statistical Analysis). Data shown in Figure 4 corre-

spond to those traces that passed this criterion as well as those

established for fiber quality and stability (Figure S4).

Upon (+) turns being added, the extension of a braided sub-

strate showed a mild decrease (Figures 4B and S5). However,

the torque signal showed an initial sharp increase, followed by

a gradual increase with turns (Figures 4C and S5). The initial

sharp increase in torque is expected of a braiding substrate

with a non-zero anchor separation and should become more

discernable with an increase in end anchor separations (Charvin
Cell 179, 619–631, October 17, 2019 623
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Figure 3. Torsional Measurements of a Single Chromatin Fiber

(A) Experimental configuration. One end of a chromatin fiber was torsionally constrained to the surface of a microscope coverslip, while the other end was

torsionally constrained to the bottom of a nanofabricated quartz cylinder that was held in the AOT (Figure S2). The chromatin fiber was then placed under a

constant force of 0.5 pN and twisted in both the (+) and (�) directions. At the end of this torsional measurement, the nucleosome quality and saturation level of

each chromatin fiber were assayed by returning the fiber to the zero-turns state and stretching it axially to disrupt the nucleosomes (Figures 2B, 2C, and S3A–S3C;

Quantification and Statistical Analysis). The fiber stability was assayed from the twisting data (Figures S3D and S3E).

(B and C) The measured extension (B) and torque (C) versus turns added, under different levels of nucleosome array saturation, indicated by the mean number of

nucleosomes on the substrate (N�35 traces for each curve). Extension and torque signals were smoothed by sliding windows of 1 turn and 4 turns, respectively.

For naked DNA, torque increases until DNA buckles to form a plectoneme, then torque plateaus. For chromatin fibers, the data suggest that an analogous

structural transitionmay be occurring. The (+) torsional stiffness of each curve in (C) was determined from a linear fit (not shown) to the initial (pre-‘‘buckling’’) slope

upon adding (+) turns.

(D) The measured torsional modulus as a function of the number of nucleosomes in the substrate. kBT is the thermal energy. Error bars were converted from the

uncertainties in the slopes of the linear fits in (C). The dashed curve is a fit by a simple model, yielding a modulus of 10.2 nm kBT for a chromatin fiber with all

64 NPEs occupied (Quantification and Statistical Analysis). The solid vertical line at 64 indicates the number of NPEs on the template.
et al., 2005). We found that the subsequent gradual increase in

torque was rather insensitive to the range of end anchor separa-

tionsmeasured here (Figure S5).We reason that the torque slope

in this region might be a better representation of the torsional

stiffness experienced by a replisome (where the end anchor sep-

aration is expected to be small). Thus, we used this slope to

characterize the torsional stiffness of a braid. This practice also

provides a very conservative measure of this stiffness.

We found that with an increase in nucleosome saturation, the

braided substrate responded to twist in a fashion that was again

increasingly distinct from naked DNA but with a trend opposite

that seen for a single chromatin fiber. In comparison to a braided

naked DNA substrate, the braided chromatin substrate was

torsionally stiffer; i.e., torque built up more quickly with added
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twist. The torsional modulus of a braided chromatin fiber notably

increased with nucleosome saturation (Figure 4D). Thus, while a

single chromatin fiber appears to provide a substantial buffer

against the accumulation of (+) torsional stress, a braided chro-

matin fiber presents considerable resistance to supercoiling and

can provide no such relief.

Conversion from Naked DNA to Chromatin Dramatically
Alters Supercoiling Partitioning
Figures 5A and 5B directly compare data from Figures 3 and 4,

highlighting the dramatic effects that chromatin has in modu-

lating the torsional characteristics of DNA substrates. For naked

DNA, the torsional modulus of a single substrate was �3 times

that of a braided substrate. Interestingly, this trend was reversed
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Figure 4. Torsional Measurements of a Braided Chromatin Fiber

(A) Experimental configuration, which is similar to Figure 3A but with two nicked chromatin fibers. At the end of this torsional measurement, the nucleosome

quality and saturation level of each substrate were assayed by returning the substrate to the zero-turns state and stretching it axially to disrupt the nucleosomes

(Figures 2D, 2E, S4A, and S4B; Quantification and Statistical Analysis). The fiber stability (Figures S4C and S4D) and braid’s anchoring geometry (Figure S5) were

assayed from the twisting data.

(B and C) The measured extension (B) and torque (C) versus turns added under different levels of nucleosome array saturation, indicated by the mean number

of nucleosomes on each of the two chromatin fibers (N �45 traces for each curve). Extension and torque signals were smoothed by sliding windows of 1 turn

and 4 turns, respectively. To retain optimal chromatin fiber integrity, only a small number of turns was added. Only traces with small anchor separations were

included for analysis, and the (+) torsional stiffness was determined by the slope of a linear fit to the torque data of R2 turns (Figure S5).

(D) The measured torsional modulus as a function of the mean number of nucleosomes in each of the two chromatin fibers. Error bars were converted from the

uncertainties in the slopes of the linear fits in (C). The dashed curve is a fit by a simple model, yielding a modulus of 95.0 nm kBT for a chromatin fiber braid with all

64 NPEs occupied in each fiber (Quantification and Statistical Analysis). The solid vertical line at 64 indicates the number of NPEs on the template.
for chromatin; the torsional modulus of a braided chromatin sub-

strate was �5 times that of a single chromatin substrate.

This unexpected reversal in torsional modulus has significant

implications for replication and leads to a torsional mechanics

model for the partitioning of DNA supercoiling during replication

(Figure 5C). For simplicity of illustration, consider the case where

the replication fork has elongated to themiddle of two torsionally

constrained boundaries. When this process takes place over

naked DNA, supercoiling generated by replication will partition

primarily behind the replisome (where the substrate is torsionally

softer), creating significant intertwining of the daughter strands.

In contrast, when this process takes place over chromatin, the

high torsional stiffness of a braided chromatin fiber will resist

strand intertwining, suppressing fork rotation and preferentially

driving supercoiling ahead of the replication fork, where the sub-

strate is torsionally softer.
Our torsional mechanics model provides a clear mechanistic

explanation for the in vivo findings, which stipulated that in

yeast, fork rotation is limited during replication elongation but

occurs during termination (Schalbetter et al., 2015; Seidman

and Salzman, 1979; Sundin and Varshavsky, 1981; Tapper and

DePamphilis, 1978). This model predicts that supercoiling parti-

tions to the front of the replisome during replication elongation,

resulting in limited fork rotation. However, preferential partition-

ing to the front requires the presence of substantial single chro-

matin fiber to absorb the supercoiling. Therefore, this model also

predicts that supercoiling partitions to behind the replisome as

replication approaches termination (Figure 5D), leading to fork

rotation, and that replisome progression encounters increasing

torsional resistance (Figure 5E) as the single chromatin substrate

in the front diminishes in length and thus loses its capability as a

torsional buffer.
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Figure 5. Torsional Mechanics Model of Replication

For a Figure360 author presentation of this figure, see https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2019.09.034.

(A) Comparison of the torsional moduli of single and braided substrates obtained from Figures 3D and 4D. The measured values at their highest observed

numbers of nucleosomes are shown.

(B) Pictorial illustration of the torsional stiffness of different substrates.

(C) Proposed torsional mechanics model of supercoiling partitioning during replication elongation. Replication over naked DNA partitions the supercoiling pri-

marily to behind the replisome, whereas replication over chromatin partitions the supercoiling primarily to the front of the replisome.

(D) Fraction of supercoiling partitioned to behind the replisome as a function of replication progression (see Quantification and Statistical Analysis for details).

(E) Torsional stiffness as a function of replication progression. The total effective torsional modulus Ceff of the coupled torsional spring of a single and braided

substrate provides a measure of the torsional stress experienced by a replisome (see Quantification and Statistical Analysis for details). Overall, chromatin

substantially reduces the torsional stress experienced by a replisome during replication in comparison to nakedDNA. This advantage is only lost near termination.
Topo II Prefers Single Chromatin Substrates
Although the torsional mechanics of chromatin assists with

alleviating DNA intertwining, continued progression of a repli-

some will eventually lead to excessive accumulation of torsion.

Thus, efficient and timely resolution of torsional stress by topoi-

somerases represents a critical component of the regulation of

fork rotation during replication. However, it is unclear whether

topoisomerase action is coordinated with the torsional me-

chanics of chromatin, which preferentially partitions supercoiling

to the front of a replisome during elongation.

To address this question, we measured substrate-specific

behaviors of budding yeast topo II on both single and braided
626 Cell 179, 619–631, October 17, 2019
chromatin fibers (Figure 6). It has been reported that topo II is

the principal relaxase of chromatin (Salceda et al., 2006), and

the enzyme is essential to the successful completion of replica-

tion in vivo (Baxter and Diffley, 2008). As a type II topoisomerase

that functions by a DNA strand passage mechanism (Berger

et al., 1996; Roca and Wang, 1994), topo II is known to be

capable of acting ahead of the replication fork (Salceda et al.,

2006) and also resolving catenation that occurs behind the fork

(Baxter and Diffley, 2008; Schalbetter et al., 2015).

Using a magnetic tweezers (MT) instrument, we mimicked

replication fork progression by twisting chromatin substrates at

a constant rate of +3.6 turns/s (Figures 6A and S6), a value

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2019.09.034
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Figure 6. Topo II Relaxation of Single and Braided Chromatin Fiber Substrates

Experiments were carried out using a magnetic tweezers (MT) setup with chromatin fibers, each containing �50 nucleosomes on average. The MT allowed

supercoiling to be monitored via an extension change for multiple molecules simultaneously.

(A) Experimental scheme. Highlighted is the key step where the pair of magnets was rotated at a constant rate. The initial and final ‘‘hat’’ (i.e., extension versus

turns) curves were used to determine the saturation, stability, and geometry of arrays (Figure S6; Quantification and Statistical Analysis).

(B) Example traces of single and braided chromatin fiber substrates during the key step. A trace is defined as being fully relaxed if the mean rate of topo II

relaxation is within 5% of the magnet rotation rate during the course of the key step.

(C) Fractions of traces that showed any topo II activity as a function of the concentration of topo II dimers introduced into the sample chamber. Topo II action on a

substrate is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution, and thus the fraction with activity depends on topo concentration according to: P = 1� expð�
½topo� =KactiveÞ, with Kactive being the topo II concentration at which there is an average of one topo II molecule relaxing the substrate. Thus K�1active provides a

measure of topo II’s preference for a substrate. The fits (solid lines) yielded Kactive = 1.6 ± 0.2 and 6.0 ± 1.0 pM (mean ± SEM) for the single and braided fiber

substrates, respectively.

(D) Fractions of traces that remained fully relaxed as a function of the concentration of topo II dimers introduced into the sample chamber. The Poisson distribution

model predicts that the fraction of traces fully relaxed is given by: PNtopoRnc = 1�Pnc�1
n= 0

1

n!
ð½topo�=KactiveÞn expð� ½topo� =KactiveÞ, where nc is theminimum number

of topo II molecules required to keep upwith the rotation andKactive was determined in (C). The fits yielded nc = 2.1 ± 0.1 (mean ±SEM) for the single substrate and

1.9 ± 0.2 for the braided substrate. Dotted, solid, and dashed lines indicate nc = 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

(E) Relaxation rate of a single topo II molecule on single and braided chromatin fiber substrates. From the magnet rotation rate (3.6 turns/s) and the

minimum number of topoisomerase molecules required to keep up with this rotation nc obtained above, the relaxation rate for an individual topo II

molecule acting on each substrate in units of turns/s was determined. Given that one strand passage event removes two self-crossings in a single

substrate but one intermolecular crossing in a braided substrate (Bates and Maxwell, 2005; Vologodskii, 2007), the relaxation rates were converted to units

of strand passages/s. The errors in the calculated rate were determined by considering contributions from different nC values ðnC = 1;.; 4Þ to the

measured fractions.
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chosen based on the mean replication rate measured in vivo

(Dovrat et al., 2018; Kaykov and Nurse, 2015), and then assayed

the ability of topo II to remove supercoiling of either single or

braided chromatin substrates under these conditions (Figure 6B).

We found that for both substrates, the fractions of traces that

showed topoisomerase activity (Figure 6C) or were fully relaxed

(Figure 6D) increased as topo II concentration increased. How-

ever, the braided chromatin substrate required substantially

higher concentrations of topo II to reach the same levels of

torsional relaxation.

To further quantify these observations, we fit these fractions

using a simple model assuming that the number of topo II mole-

cules actively relaxing a substrate follows a Poisson distribution

(see legend of Figure 6). This analysis showed that topo II’s pref-

erence for a single chromatin substrate was �3.8 times higher

than for a braided chromatin substrate (Figure 6C). It also

showed that �2 active topoisomerase enzymes were sufficient

to keep up with the applied rotation rate on both single and

braided chromatin substrates (Figure 6D), with each topo II mole-

cule relaxing either a single or braided chromatin substrate at a

similar rate of �2 turns/s (Figure 6E). Therefore, the preferential

partitioning of supercoiling into the single chromatin fiber ahead

of the replication fork is congruent with topo II’s preferred sub-

strate. These results suggest that topo II action and chromatin

torsional mechanics are synergistically coordinated to prevent

the buildup of replication-generated torsional stress and sup-

press fork rotation.

DISCUSSION

The present study highlights the important role of chromatin

torsional mechanics in defining replication topology and pro-

vides quantitative explanations for observed in vivo behaviors

of replication fork dynamics in terms of this topology and topo

II kinetics.

Previous studies found that excessive fork rotation can result

in chromosome instability, leading to an increase in the level of

endogenous DNA damage and the subsequent activation of

post-replication repair pathways, delaying or inhibiting mitosis,

inducing chromosome mis-segregation, and resulting in aneu-

ploidy following cell division (Baxter and Diffley, 2008; Bermejo

et al., 2007; Chan et al., 2009; Debatisse et al., 2012; Keszthelyi

et al., 2016; Pommier et al., 2016; Schalbetter et al., 2015). Fork

rotation has previously been observed to occur not only during

yeast replication termination but also near stable protein-DNA

fragile sites where the replisome encounters tightly bound non-

histone proteins, tRNA genes, and centromeres (Schalbetter

et al., 2015). This has been attributed to limited accessibility for

topoisomerases in front of the replication fork at these sites

(Keszthelyi et al., 2016; Pommier et al., 2016). Our results sug-

gest that the mechanics of chromatin could also play a role in

fork rotation. Because tRNA genes are associated with nucleo-

some-free regions (Shukla and Bhargava, 2018) and centromeric

nucleosomes can adapt several alternative structures (Bui et al.,

2012; Furuyama and Henikoff, 2009; Henikoff et al., 2014; Shi-

varaju et al., 2012), it is likely that these substrates that a repli-

some encounters at fragile sites do not afford the same capacity

to buffer DNA supercoiling as canonical nucleosomes. This
628 Cell 179, 619–631, October 17, 2019
limited topological buffer would force the fork to rotate more

readily in order to balance the torque across the replisome. Inter-

estingly, several regulatory proteins have been shown to be

essential in limiting fork rotation in these contexts (Schalbetter

et al., 2015) by interacting directly with the replisome to form a

stable pausing structure (Errico et al., 2009; Gambus et al.,

2006; Katou et al., 2003). Replisome pausing may be necessary

to prevent excessive fork rotation by providing topoisomerases

with additional time to relax torque buildup (Hodgson et al.,

2007; Labib and Hodgson, 2007).

Our finding that chromatin substrates can effectively alleviate

torsional stress and suppress precatenation formation under-

scores the importance of the torsional mechanical properties

of chromatin. This alludes to the possibility that substrates may

serve as a general framework for topological buffering and regu-

lation. For instance, prokaryotes do not have true histone coun-

terparts capable of forming left-handed particles, which may

explain why fork rotation occurs more frequently with a contin-

uous buildup of precatenation during prokaryotic replication (Ce-

brián et al., 2015; Peter et al., 1998). Interestingly, it has been

recently demonstrated that in Caulobacter crescentus bacteria,

the chromosome-structuring protein GapR encircles (+) super-

coiled DNA accumulated in front of the replication fork and stim-

ulates supercoiling relaxation via type II topoisomerases, gyrase

and topo IV (Guo et al., 2018). This mechanism bears resem-

blance to our findings that the inherent mechanical properties

of chromatin drive (+) supercoiling to the front of the replication

fork to be more efficiently relaxed by topo II.

Although this work focuses on the role of chromatin during

replication, (+) supercoiling is also generated in the single chro-

matin fiber in front of transcription machineries. It has been

shown that during transcription, while (+) torsion in front is able

to destabilize nucleosomes (Teves and Henikoff, 2014) and

thus potentially facilitate transcription through nucleosomes,

excessive torsion could also create barriers to transcription

(Joshi et al., 2012) by inducing RNA polymerase backtracking

and pausing (Ma et al., 2013, 2019) and/or stimulating topo II-

mediated DNA knot formation (Valdés et al., 2019). Similar (+)

torsion-induced consequences could also impact replication

through nucleosomes. For optimal replisome progression, the

extent of torsion needs to be regulated to balance between

nucleosome destabilization andminimization of daughter-strand

intertwining and physical barriers to the replisome.

Topoisomerases play a key role in the regulation of replication-

generated torsion. We found a strong preference of topo II for a

single chromatin substrate compared to a braided substrate.

This preference may result from a higher degree of steric acces-

sibility afforded by a single chromatin compared to a chromatin

braid. When a single chromatin fiber is subjected to torsion, the

entrance and exit DNA segments cross each other and come

into close contact (Bancaud et al., 2006, 2007), and such a

crossing may facilitate topo II binding and subsequent strand

passage activity (Salceda et al., 2006; Sperling et al., 2011).

Conversely, inter-strand DNA crossing between the two chro-

matin fibers in a braid may be sterically hindered due to the pres-

ence of nucleosomes. Studies of replication termination using

Xenopus egg extract and a plasmid DNA (Dewar et al., 2015)

found that upon completion of DNA replication, there is a



significant delay before the onset of decatenation by topo II.

These observations are consistent with our findings that topo II

has a significantly lower preference for braided chromatin sub-

strates compared to single substrates. In addition to topo II,

topo I is thought to be able to act in the front of the replisome

(Pommier et al., 2016). Topo I may associate with the replisome

(Gambus et al., 2006) and help torsion relaxation without intro-

ducing DNA knots, which could hinder replisome progression.

Our results show that chromatin is not just a substrate to be

acted upon, nor is it only important for DNA packaging and

epigenetic information storage. By providing a buffer against

torsional stress, passively regulating fork rotation, and facilitating

the efficient relaxation of supercoiling by topoisomerases, the

unique mechanical properties of chromatin are vital participants

in replication. By converting naked DNA into chromatin, eukary-

otes have accomplished something that is rather remarkable:

although replication through such a substrate would, at first

glance, seem to hinder fork progression, chromatin in fact sim-

plifies the torsional dynamics, limits precatenation formation,

and ultimately facilitates chromatin segregation.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Anti-digoxigenin (from sheep) Roche Cat# 11333089001, RRID:AB_514496

Bacterial and Virus Strains

NEB 5-alpha Competent E. coli (High Efficiency) NEB Cat# C2987H

NEB Stable Competent E. coli (High Efficiency) NEB Cat# C3040H

Biological Samples

Topoisomerase yeast strain MATa pep4::HIS3 prb1::LEU2 bar1::

HISG lys2::GAL1/10-GAL4 can1 ade2 trp1 ura3 his3 leu2-3112

J.C. Wang Lab (Harvard

University)

N/A

HeLa-S3 cells National Cell Culture Center HA.48

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Collodion solution Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 09986

Silicone high-vacuum grease Dow Corning Part # 146355D

Biotin-14-dATP Invitrogen Cat# 19524016

Digoxigenin-11-dUTP Roche Cat# 11093088910

dNTP Set 100 mM Solutions Thermo Scientific Cat# R0181

ATP Roche Cat# 11140965001

T4 DNA ligase NEB Cat# M0202S

Taq DNA Polymerase NEB Cat# M0273S

FastDigest BglI Thermo Scientific Cat# FD0074

FastDigest BstXI Thermo Scientific Cat# FD1024

Nt.BsmAI NEB Cat# R0121S

Beta-casein from bovine milk Sigma-Aldrich Cat# C6905

HeLa histone core Brennan et al., 2016 N/A

S. Cerevisiae topoisomerase II This study N/A

Oligonucleotides

Forward primer for making the biotin-labeled and digoxigenin-

labeled adapters pUC57-F: GTAAAACGACGGCCAGTG

IDT N/A

Reverse primer for making the biotin-labeled and digoxigenin-

labeled adapters pUC57-R: GGAAACAGCTATGACCATG

IDT N/A

The 197-bp repeat sequence of p197NRL-64ex with

the 601 sequence underlined:

GGGCGCCGCCCTGGAGAATCCCGGTGCCGAGGCCGCTCAATTG

GTCGTAGACAGCTCTAGCACCGCTTAAACGCACGTACGCGCTG

TCCCCCGCGTTTTAACCGCCAAGGGGATTACTCCCTAGTCTCCA

GGCACGTGTCAGATATATACATCCTGTGCATGTATTGAACACAC

CCCCTAACACACTACGACACCCC

This study N/A

The 482-bp low nucleosome affinity sequence of pNFRTC:

GCCTGGGTGGCTTCATTCGTTCTTTTGTTCCTTATTTTGTTCCTT

ACTTAGTTGGTTATTTGCTTGTTTGGTTATTTATTTCGTTGGTTA

TTTGGTTAATTCCTTCTTTGCTTTCTTCATTCCTTTCTTGCTTTAT

TCCTTGTTTTTTTGGTTTCTTAGTTTCCTTTTCCCTAGAGGTAGC

CAAAGTCTTTGCAACTATACTTTCAGCTCTGACAAATTTGTTCT

TATTACTTCTCTTTTTTTTGATTTGTTCTTCCCTCTTTTTCTTAGC

TAATTCTTGTCTTTCGATTCTAGTTCTATCAGCATTTCTTTATAA

ATCTATTTTTTTTTTTTTTTCGACACAAAATGTCTATTTCTTGGA

GTGCTTACTCTTCTTTTTGTTTTTACCTTGTTTCAACTCGTTTAAT

CTATCAACTTTTTCCTTGATCCTTTCCAAAGATAATTTGACATCA

CCTTTTTGGCACTAGGTGCCACCGATGTGG

This study N/A

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Recombinant DNA

p197NRL-64ex containing the 64 repeats of the Widom 601 sequence This study N/A

pNFRTC for making the multiple-label DNA end adapters This study N/A

pUC19 New England Biolabs Cat# N3041S

Software and Algorithms

LabVIEW VIs for instrument control, data acquisition, and data analysis This study N/A

MATLAB scripts for data analysis This study N/A

SeqBuilder (for DNA primer design) DNASTAR Version 11.2.1 (29)

Other

Microscope cover glass Fisher Scientific Cat# 12-544-B

Microscope slides Fisher Scientific Cat# 12-550-10

Angular optical trap setup Deufel et al., 2007 N/A

Magnetic tweezers setup This study N/A

Dynabeads MyOne Streptavidin T1 Invitrogen Cat# 65601

Streptavidin-coated quartz cylinder Deufel et al., 2007 and

this study

N/A

4’’ Quartz Wafer Precision Micro-Optics Cat# PWQB-131332

PureLink Quick PCR Purification Kit Invitrogen Cat# K310001
LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

The Lead Contact is Michelle D. Wang (mwang@physics.cornell.edu). Please direct any questions to the Lead Contact. All reagents

generated in this study are available from the Lead Contact with a completed Materials Transfer Agreement.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Bacteria strains: The plasmid p197NRL-64EX (a.k.a. pMDW108) was generated in this study by cloning 64 tandem repeats of a 197bp

sequence containing a 601 nucleosome positioning element(NPE) and 50 bp random sequence into a commercial pUC19 vector

(New England Biolabs). This plasmid was transformed into New England Biolabs Stable Competent E. coli (High Efficiency), geno-

type: F’ proA+B+ lacIqD(lacZ)M15 zzf::Tn10 (TetR)D(ara-leu) 7697 araD139 fhuA DlacX74 galK16 galE15 e14-F80dlacZDM15 recA1

relA1 endA1 nupG rpsL (StrR) rph spoT1 D(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC). Cells were grown in Super Broth with 100 mg/mL ampicillin at 30�C
for 17-24 h. The plasmid pNFRTC (a.k.a. pMDW111) was generated in this study by cloning a 450-bp low nucleosome affinity

sequence into a commercial pUC57 vector (Genscript). This plasmid was transformed into New England Biolabs 5-alpha Competent

E. coli (High Efficiency), genotype: fhuA2 D(argF-lacZ)U169 phoA glnV44 F80 D(lacZ)M15 gyrA96 recA1 relA1 endA1 thi-1 hsdR17.

Cells were grown in Luria Broth with 100 mg/mL ampicillin at 37�C for 17 h.

Yeast strain: Topoisomerase II was expressed and isolated from in a BCY123-derived strain MATa pep4::HIS3 prb1::LEU2

bar1::HISG lys2::GAL1/10-GAL4 can1 ade2 trp1 ura3 his3 leu2-3112. This strain is a protease-deficient strain with a GALl pro-

moter-linked GAIA gene and originated from the James C. Wang lab (Harvard University). A starter culture was grown to saturation

overnight in Complete Supplement Mixture-Ura media supplemented with 2% dextrose, 2% lactic acid, and 1.5% glycerol at 30�C.
The starter culture was then diluted 10-fold in Yeast Peptone media with 2% lactic acid and 1.5% glycerol, and grown to an O.D. of

1.0–1.3 at 30�C (12–15 h), at which point protein expression was induced by the addition of 2% galactose for 6 h at 30�C.
Cell line: Histones were isolated from humanHeLa-S3 cells. Pelleted cells were obtained from the National Cell Culture Center, and

histones were purified directly from these pellets. HeLa-S3 cells are derived from human female cervical tissue.

METHOD DETAILS

DNA Template Construction
The singlemolecule DNA construct is composed of a 64-mer DNA of 12,667 bp flanked by�500 bpmulti-labeled tethering adaptor at

each end (Figure 2A). The 64-mer DNA is 64 tandem repeats of a 197 bp sequence, created using a method similar to that previously

described (Wu et al., 2016). The 197 bp repeat sequence contains a 601 nucleosome positioning element (NPE) (Lowary andWidom,

1998) flanked by a total of 50 bp of random sequences at the two ends (Key Resources Table). To construct a plasmidwith 64 repeats,
Cell 179, 619–631.e1–e7, October 17, 2019 e2
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a ‘‘parental plasmid’’ was created by inserting into pUC19 (New England Biolabs) the 197 bp sequence flanked by BglI and AdeI

recognition sites with identical overhangs and a BstXI recognition site 13-bp downstream of the AdeI site. This parental plasmid

was either digested by BstXI and BglI and treated with alkaline phosphatase, or digested with AdeI and BstXI, in two separate re-

actions. Both reaction products were co-purified using the same DNA purification spin column (Invitrogen) and treated with T4 ligase

(New England Biolabs). Transformation of the ligation product resulted in a plasmid with doubled insert flanked by the same com-

bination of restriction enzyme recognition sites as the parental plasmid. The final 64-mer plasmid, p197NRL-64EX (a.k.a.

pMDW108), was created by running this doubling protocol a total of 6 times. The 64-mer insert was then restriction cut with BstXI

and BglI and was purified from the plasmid.

The torsionally constrained 64-mer DNA construct was formed by ligating �500 bp multi-labeled adaptors to each end of the

64-mer DNA. To create the adapters, a 482-bp DNA sequence with low nucleosome affinity was cloned into pUC57 (Genscript), re-

sulting in the plasmid pNFRTC (a.k.a. pMDW111). The 482-bpDNA sequence insert was created by concatenating three 150-bp DNA

sequences with low nucleosome affinity identified by a previous large-scale nucleosome occupancy study (Kaplan et al., 2009) and

flanking it with BglI and BstXI cutting sites (Key Resources Table). This sequence insert was then amplified and labeled by performing

a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with 25% of dATP replaced by biotin-14-dATP (Invitrogen) or 25% of dTTP replaced by

digoxigenin-11-dUTP (Sigma-Aldrich). The PCR products were digested by BglI and BstXI to create overhangs for the biotin- and

dig-adaptors, respectively. The final DNA construct was formed via ligation of the 64-mer DNAwith these twomulti-labeled adaptors.

Protein purification
Histone octamers were purified from nuclei extracted from HeLa-S3 cell pellets purchased from the National Cell Culture Center

using hydroxyapatite precipitation (Brennan et al., 2016; Brower-Toland et al., 2005; Brower-Toland and Wang, 2004; Li et al.,

2015). In brief, nuclei were extracted in Nuclear Pellet Prep Lysis Buffer (20mM HEPES pH 7.5), 3 mM MgCl2, 250 mM sucrose,

0.5% (v/v), IGEPAL CA-630 (NP-40) nonionic detergent, 1 tablet per 50 mL Complete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Roche) and

3 mM 2-mercaptoethanol (Schnitzler, 2001). Core histones were purified using a hydroxyapatite Bio-gel HTP gel (Bio-Rad Labora-

tories) slurry, according to methods by Wolffe and Ura (Wolffe and Ura, 1997) but with the omission of MNase digestion before frac-

tionation. Aliquots of purified histones were stored at �80�C.
Full length, wild type S. cerevisiae topoisomerase II (topo II) was purified from S. cerevisiae strain BCY123 via His-tags which were

removed by TEV protease as previously described (Lee et al., 2017). In brief, the yeast topo II gene was cloned into the 12UraB vector

(Addgene), which contains a galactose-inducible promoter and a TEV-cleavable N-terminal His6-tag. His6-tagged yeast topo II was

expressed in the S. cerevisiae strain BCY123. Cells were harvested by centrifugation, flash frozen dropwise in liquid nitrogen, and

lysed by cryogenic grinding. His6-topo II was purified from lysate by Ni-affinity purification followed by cation exchange. The

His6-tag was then removed by incubation with His6-tagged TEV protease. The cleavage reaction was repassed over a Ni-affinity

column to removed His6-TEV and uncleaved protein. Lastly, the protein was purified on a size exclusion column.

Nucleosome Assembly
Nucleosome arrays were assembled onto the 64-mer DNA construct by gradient NaCl dialysis from 2.0M to 0.6M over 18 h at 4�C at

different molar ratios (0.25:1 to 2.5:1) of histone octamers to 601 DNA repeats (Brower-Toland et al., 2005; Huynh et al., 2005). An

equal mass of 147-bp random-sequence competitor DNA to the 64-mer DNA construct was added to the reconstitution reactions

to avoid nucleosome over-assembly. The quality and saturation level of the nucleosome arrays were assayed by gel electrophoresis

in 0.7% native agarose (Figure S1) and by stretching the nucleosome arrays using the AOT (Figure 2; Figures S3A–S3C; Figures S4A

and S4B).

Single Molecule Sample Chamber Preparation
Microscope coverslips used to make single molecule sample chambers were cleaned with 95% ethanol, coated with a thin nitrocel-

lulose film using a solution of one part 4%–8% collodion solution (Sigma, 09986) and three parts amyl acetate, and dried at 80�C for

10 min. This is similar to a previous method involving nitrocellulose (Meng et al., 2015). A coated coverslip and a glass slide were

assembled into amicrofluidic sample chamber formed using inert silicone high vacuum grease and stored in a clean plastic container

for typically 24 h or more before use.

Prior to an experiment, a sample chamber was first incubated with 20 ng/mL anti-digoxygenin for 30min. For MT experiments, fidu-

cial marker beads (Dynabeads MyOne Streptavidin T1, 65601) coated with biotin and digoxygenin labeled DNA were bound to the

surface. The surface was then passivated by flushing the chamber with 25 mg/mL b-casein (Sigma, C6905) and incubated for 3 h.

b-casein has previously been shown to be an effective reagent for surface passivation (Nicholas et al., 2014).

To form single chromatin tethers, nucleosome arrays were anchored to the surface of the coverslip of a sample chamber and then

attached to streptavidin-coated quartz cylinders for the AOT experiments or to 1-mm superparamagnetic beads (Dynabeads MyOne

Streptavidin T1, 65601) for the MT experiments.

Quartz cylinders (diameter: 549 ± 56 nm (SD), height: 916 ± 48 nm (SD)) were optically birefringent and nanofabricated based on

protocols previously described (Deufel et al., 2007) with some modifications (Ha et al., 2016). In brief, a 4’’ quartz wafer (Precision

Micro-Optics) was coated with 100 nm of sputtered chromium for an etch mask. �500 nm wide pillars were patterned in a periodic

hexagonal array, with 1 mm spacing between nearest neighbors, using the negative photoresist UNV2300-0.5 exposed with deep
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ultraviolet lithography. The quartz pillars were etched using CHF3 and Argon plasma at 50�C with the chromium etch mask. The

�1 mm tall etched pillars were then coated with �3 mm of SPR-3000 photoresist, and oxygen plasma was used to remove the top

�2 mmof the photoresist until only the tops of the cylinders were exposed. The tops of the pillars only were functionalized with amine

groups using APTMS gas in a molecular vapor deposition tool, and then the remaining photoresist was chemically stripped off the

wafer in Microposit Remover 1165. Finally, the quartz pillars were cleaved with a razor blade, and the resulting quartz cylinders were

functionalized in solution with streptavidin.

To form double chromatin tethers, nucleosome arrays and streptavidin-coated particles were incubated together for �30 min in a

buffer containing 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 1.5 mg/mL b-casein and then introduced to a sample

chamber. The incubation condition was tuned such that the majority of tethers were single and/or double tethers, with minimal

tethers forming higher multi-tethers which can be differentiated based on stretching curves or the shape of hat curves. To prevent

the torsion buildup within each DNAmolecule of a braided substrate, we nicked the tethers in situ using a nicking enzyme (Nt.BsmAI),

achieving > 95% nicking efficiency.

All experiments were carried out in the topo reaction buffer (10mMTris-HCl pH 8.0, 50mMNaCl, 50mMKCl, 3 mMMgCl2, 0.1mM

EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.5 mM TCEP, 1 mM ATP, and 1.5 mg/mL b casein) in a soundproof room at a temperature of 23�C.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Rotational viscous drag on a replisome, Related to Figures 1 and 5
The viscous drag torque experienced by a eukaryotic replisome during replication may be estimated based on the replisome’s di-

mensions. We estimate the maximum possible size of the replisome to be 80 nm in diameter, based on summing the diameters

of the leading strand DNA polymerase (�10 nm) (Langston et al., 2014), helicase (or CMG) (�10 nm) (Langston et al., 2014), the lag-

ging strand DNA polymerase (�10 nm) (Johansson et al., 2001), and the Okazaki fragment) (�50 nm) (Smith and Whitehouse, 2012).

This value may somewhat overestimate the replisome size.

For simplicity, we treat the replisome as a sphere of radius R< 40 nm in which case the viscous torque is given by t = 8phR3u. We

estimate that the angular velocity u% 4 turn/s given the speed of replication�40 bp/s (Dovrat et al., 2018; Kaykov and Nurse, 2015).

The viscosity of rotational mobility measured in vivo hz 23 10�3 to 43 10�3 Pa,s (Williams et al., 1997; Ye et al., 2018). Therefore,

the replisome should experience a maximum viscous torque t �0.08 to 0.15 pN$nm.

To put this value in perspective, we must compare this value with the torque that DNA polymerase can generate. Although DNA

polymerase’s torque generation capacity has not been measured, the torque that an RNA polymerase motor can generate has been

measured to be 11-19 pN$nm (Ma et al., 2013, 2019). Both DNA polymerase and RNA polymerase convert chemical energy derived

from polymerization reactions to generate forces and torques, and both work against DNA torsional stress from DNA supercoiling as

well as roadblocks from other bound proteins. Therefore, it is likely that the torque generation capacity of the two types of motors are

of the same order of magnitude. This suggests that the rotational viscous drag experienced by a replisome plays a minimal role in

restricting its rotation since the viscous drag is expected to be negligible compared to the torque generation capacity of the

polymerase.

Torsional measurements with the AOT, Related to Figures 3 and 4
Single molecule torsional measurements were carried out using an AOT (La Porta and Wang, 2004). In contrast to a conventional

optical trap, an AOT can also rotate a trapped nanofabricated quartz cylinder about its cylindrical axis by the rotation of the trapping

beam’s linear polarization, and the torque exerted on the cylinder can be measured by the change in the angular momentum of the

transmitted beam. Thus an AOT allows simultaneous control and measurement of rotation, torque, displacement, and force of the

trapped cylinder (Deufel et al., 2007; Forth et al., 2008; Ma et al., 2013, 2019; Sheinin et al., 2011).

On the AOT, while a single or double chromatin substrate was held under 0.5 pN using a force clamp with the laser power input to

the objective held at 30 mW, the substrate was twisted at 4 turns/s and the torque and extension were simultaneously measured

(Figures 3B, 3C, S3D–S3G, 4B, 4C, S4C and S4D). At the end of the experiment, the substrate was returned to the initial zero-turns

state. Subsequently, it was stretched axially (along the direction of laser propagation) to disrupt the nucleosomes on the DNA in order

to quantify nucleosome composition and the number of nucleosomes on the DNA (Figure 2, S3A–S3C, S4A and S4B). During the

stretching, the coverslip was moved away from the trap center at a constant speed of 400 nm/s with the laser power input to the

objective at 30 mW, until the cylinder was 350 nm from trap center. Subsequent stretching was carried out by increasing the DNA

extension at a constant rate of 400 nm/s by clamping the cylinder position relative to the trap center through modulating laser inten-

sity. Data were analog filtered to 5 kHz, digitized at 10 kHz, and further filtered to 20 Hz and 500 Hz for twisting and stretching data

respectively.

Topoisomerase Assays, Related to Figure 6
Topoisomerase experiments were carried out on a custom built MT setup based on previous designs (Lipfert et al., 2009; Seol and

Neuman, 2011; Strick et al., 1996). In brief, the magnetic field was generated with a pair of 0.25’’ cube neodymium magnets (K&J

Magnetics B444) which were arranged with their dipoles oriented in opposing directions and parallel to the optical axis of the

microscope and with a separation gap of 0.5 mm. Magnetic bead images were collected by a Nikon 40x objective lens (Plan Apo
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40x 0.95 NA) onto a 2.3 MP camera (Basler acA1920-155um) at a frame rate of 10 fps and an exposure time of 0.5 ms. The bead

positions were tracked in three dimensions using an algorithm implemented in LabVIEW based on the source code available on

Omar Saleh’s website (Lansdorp et al., 2013).

We carried out a control experiment to determine the relaxation rate of yeast topo II on a single naked DNA substrate.We adapted a

previous method (Strick et al., 2000) to assay budding yeast topo II. In this experiment, each naked DNAmolecule (same as that used

in Figures 2–6) was torsionally anchored between a coverslip and a magnetic bead and held at 0.5 ± 0.08 pN (mean ± SD) using the

MT instrument. Topo II at very low concentration (1 pM) was introduced into the sample chamber prior to the start of the measure-

ment. Subsequently, the DNA was mechanically twisted to form a (+) plectoneme and the magnet position was then held fixed. Sub-

sequent topo II relaxation was reflected as an increase in the DNA extension. We determined that the rate of topo II to be 1.8 ± 0.6

turns/s (mean ± SD), comparable to those previously obtained for eukaryotic topoisomerase II of different species on naked DNA

substrates (Seol et al., 2013; Strick et al., 2000).

For each experiment shown in Figure 6, once tethers were formed in a sample chamber, tethers were held under 0.50 ± 0.08 pN

(mean ±SD) of force on theMT.While tethers of a single (Figure S6A) or a braided substrate (Figure S6D) were twisted, the extensions

were monitored. At the end of the experiment, the magnet was returned to the initial zero-turns state. This process established the

‘‘initial hat curve’’ for each tether. Subsequently, S. cerevisiae topo II, diluted in the topo reaction buffer, was introduced into the sam-

ple chamber and incubated for 2min. Themagnet was then rotated at 3.6 turns/s for 1000 turnswhile the extension of each tether was

tracked. Immediately afterward, topo flushing buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 50 mM KCl, 2 mMMgCl2, 0.1 mM EDTA,

1 mM DTT, 0.5 mM TCEP, and 1.5 mg/mL b-casein) was flushed through the sample chamber to remove unbound topo II and inac-

tivate bound topo II. A ‘‘final hat curve’’ of each tether was acquired in the same fashion as that of the ‘‘initial hat curve’’ for compar-

ison. At this step, the tether was wound to the surface to obtain a height offset for an absolute length measurement.

Evaluation of chromatin fiber integrity and saturation, Related to Figures 2, 3, 4, and 6
Here we provide a detailed description of our criteria for determining the number of nucleosomes in a substrate and for evaluating

nucleosome composition, stability, and substrate geometry.

During each experiment using the AOT, we first twisted a chromatin substrate under a constant force (0.5 pN) by both introducing

turns and removing turns. This process not only yielded data on extension and torque versus turns from the substrate (Figures 3B, 3C,

4B, and 4C), but also allowed for evaluation of reversibility and stability of the substrate (Figures S3E and S4D), and in the case of a

braided substrate, the anchor separation of the substrate (Figure S5). To further examine the composition and level of saturation of a

chromatin substrate, we stretched the substrate to a high force of�50 pN for a single substrate (Figure 2C) and�80 pN for a braided

substrate (Figure 2E). During data analysis, we determine if each trace meets the selection criteria detailed below for inclusion for

further analysis in main text Figures 3 and 4.

Prior to each topoisomerase experiment of a chromatin substrate using the MT, we also performed a twisting experiment under a

constant force (0.5 pN), similar to that of the AOT, by both introducing turns and removing turns from the substrate. The resulting hat

curve allowed for evaluation of reversibility and stability of the substrate (Figures S6B and S6E), an estimate of the number of nucle-

osomes on the substrate, and in the case of a braided substrate, an estimate of the anchor separation of the substrate (Figure S6F).

During data analysis, we determine if each trace meets the selection criteria detailed below for inclusion for further analysis in main

text Figure 6.

Single chromatin fiber substrate on AOT

d In the stretching experiment performed subsequent to the twisting experiment, the measured contour length of DNA after

nucleosome disruption at 40-45 pN must agree to within 10% of the theoretical value for that of a 12,667 bp DNA construct

(Figure 2C). This step removes shorter DNA templates that occasionally occur due to sequence repeat deletion during bacterial

transformation (Bzymek and Lovett, 2001).

d In the stretching experiment performed subsequent to the twisting experiment, analysis must show that ðjNin � Nout j =NinÞ%
0:15, where Nout is the number of outer turns released and Nin is the number of inner turns released (Figures 2C and S3B). This

optimizes the chance that each array contains primarily complete and canonical nucleosomes with minimal contributions from

other structures.

d In the twisting experiments, the mean difference in extension between the hat curves of adding turns and removing turns must

be < 50 nm (Figure S3E). This minimal hysteresis requirement ensures that the substrate is stable during the course of torsional

measurements.

Braided chromatin fiber substrate on AOT

d In the stretching experiment performed subsequent to the twisting experiment, the measured contour length of DNA after

nucleosome disruption at 70-75 pN must agree to within 10% of the theoretical value for that of a double 12,667 bp substrate

(Figure 2E). As with the single substrates, this step removes shorter DNA templates that occasionally occur due to sequence

repeat deletion during bacterial transformation (Bzymek and Lovett, 2001).

d In the stretching experiment performed subsequent to the twisting experiments, analysis must show that ðjNin�Nout j =NinÞ%
0:20 (Figures 2E and S4B). When the two arrays in a double substrate contain substantially different numbers of nucleosomes,

our method for detecting the boundaries of inner-turn and outer-turn releases will result in a detected Nin closer to that of the
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array with a larger number of nucleosomes and the detected Nout closer to that of the array with a smaller number of

nucleosomes. Therefore, the detected ðjNin�Nout j =NinÞ becomes large and will naturally be excluded from further analysis.

Thus this selection criterion simultaneously selects substrates with two arrays both being similar in the number of nucleosomes

and containing primarily canonical nucleosomes.

d In the twisting experiments, we require that the mean difference in extension between the hat curves of adding turns and

removing turns must be < 50 nm (Figure S4D). This step selects traces that are reversible and stable during the course of

torsional measurements.

d An important consideration for a braiding substrate is the geometry of the two molecules in the substrate, more specifically

anchor separations at both ends. As discussed in the figure legend of Figure S5, to select traces with small anchor separations,

we normalized each hat curve by the maximum extension of the trace and fit the normalized extension between �10 and +10

turns to a parabola. We require that the rise of the normalized extension above this fit be smaller than 0.015 and the quadratic

term magnitude of the fit be smaller than 5 3 10�4/turns2.

Single chromatin fiber substrate on MT

d In the twisting assay performed before experiments, we require that themean difference in extension between the hat curves of

adding turns and removing turns must be < 50 nm (Figure S6B). This step selects traces that are stable over time.

d From the hat curve’s maximum extension (extension at zero turns), we calculated the number of nucleosomes on the substrate

using the linear relationship between the extension at zero turns versus number of nucleosomes established on the AOT (Fig-

ure S3C). We selected traces with an extension consistent with 50 ± 6 nucleosomes.

d We require the hat curve’s (+) transition width w+
t (Figure S6C) to be within 20% of the expected value established on the AOT

(Figure S3G). This selection criterion selects traces with good nucleosome composition. This procedure additionally removes

tethers that were partially stuck to the surface because they will exhibit short and narrow hat curves.

Braided chromatin fiber substrate on MT

d In the twisting assay performed before experiments, we require that themean difference in extension between the hat curves of

adding turns and removing turns must be < 50 nm (Figure S6E). This step selects traces that are stable over time.

d From the extension at zero turns, we calculated the number of nucleosomes on the substrate using the linear relationship

between extension at zero turns and array saturation established on the AOT (Figure S4E).We selected traceswith an extension

consistent with 50 ± 6 nucleosomes.

d To select traces with small anchor separations at both ends, we used similar selection criteria as those for the AOT data, where

the rise of the normalized extension above the parabola fit must be smaller than 0.07 and the quadratic term of the fit must be

smaller than 1.43 10�3/turns2 (Figure S6F). These criteria were somewhat relaxed from those for the corresponding AOT data

in order to accommodate the larger noise in extension measurements with the MT.
Torsional modulus determination, Related to Figures 3 and 4
The torsional modulus of a substrate C may be obtained from the torsional stiffness of the substrate k for a given contour length of

DNA L: C = kL. In all experiments described in this work, the DNA template has a contour length L of �4300 nm.

At each level of nucleosome saturation (number of nucleosomes on the substrate), the torsional stiffness was obtained from the

initial (+) slope of the measured torque ðtÞ versus turns ðnÞ relation (Figures 3C, 4C, and S5): k =Dt=ð2pDnÞ which was then used

to obtain the torsional modulus. We then plotted torsional modulus C as a function of number of nucleosomes on the substrate (Fig-

ures 3D and 4D).

Wemodel a partially occupied nucleosome array as two linear torsional springs in series, with one taking on the torsional properties

of a fully occupied array (torsional modulusCchrom) while the other taking on the torsional properties of naked DNA (torsional modulus

CDNA). In this case, the inverse torsional modulus of a partially occupied array should be the sum of the inverse moduli of both parts,

weighted by their respective length fraction (xchrom for fully occupied array and 1� xchrom for naked DNA):

C�1 = ð1� xchrom Þ,C�1DNA + xchrom ,C�1chrom

Thus by fitting this expression to the relationships in Figures 3D and 4D, we obtained the torsional modulus for a fully occupied

array Cchrom for fully occupied single and braided chromatin substrates, respectively.

It is important to note that this is an overly simplified model that will likely not fully capture the behaviors of partially occupied

chromatin substrates. Therefore, we only used this model to provide some intuition on how torsional modulus might depend on

the nucleosome occupancy and to guide our eyes in main text Figures 3C and 4C. For the direct comparison of single and braided

chromatin substrates presented in main text Figure 5, we instead used values measured at the highest attainable numbers of nucle-

osomes occupied, in order not to overstate our conclusions. We anticipate that the contrast of torsional moduli between single and

braided chromatin substrates would be more dramatic with fully occupied chromatin substrates (Figure 5, see legend).
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Note that direct measurements of moduli of fully occupied chromatin substrates are exceedingly difficult. In vitro assembly of

saturated nucleosome arrays often leads to formation of subnucleosomal structures such as tetrasomes in the linker DNA regions.

Those arrays would not pass our selection criteria.

Supercoiling partitioning and torque build up during replication, Related to Figure 5
Supercoiling may partition ahead of or behind a replisome. Supercoiling partitioning is dictated by the torsional stiffness of the single

substrate in front of the replisome kfront versus that of the braided substrate behind the replisome kbehind. The torsional stiffness of a

substrate k relates torque t to rotation through a rotation angle q according to t = kq. The torsional stiffness k is related to the torsional

modulus C of the substrate by the contour length of DNA L, k = C =L.

The fraction of supercoiling partitioned behind of the replisome p (Figure 5D) as a function of replication progression can be

calculated as the followed. Let the DNA supercoiling angle generated by replication be qtot which must partition to the behind

qbehind and front qfront, qtot = qbehind+qfront. Because the torque in the substrate behind the replisome is balanced by the torque

in the front, we have t = tbehind = tfront, and thus kbehindqbehind = kfrontqfront. Consequently, qbehind=qfront = kfront=kbehind =

ðCfront=LfrontÞ=ðCbehind=LbehindÞ. This can be re-written in terms of the fraction of the total contour length in the double substrate behind:

f = Lbehind =ðLfront + Lbehind Þ with f = 0 at initiation and f = 1 near termination. Thus the fraction of supercoiling behind is: p =

qbehind=ðqbehind + qfrontÞ = ½fCfront=ðð1 � fÞCbehind + fCfrontÞ�. During elongation (e.g., f = 0:5Þ, for naked DNA, Cbehind <Cfront , thus

supercoiling partitions primarily behind during replication. In contrast, for chromatin substrates, Cbehind >Cfront , therefore supercoil-

ing partitions primarily to the front during replication elongation.

Torque build up during replication progression can be characterized by a total effective torsional modulus Ceff of the two coupled

substrates in front of and behind a replication fork (Figure 5E).: Ceff = ½CbehindCfront=ðð1 � fÞCbehind + fCfrontÞ�. Thus torque in the

substrate is: t = ðCeff=LÞq = ðCeff2p=3:6 nmÞs, where s is the supercoiling density. Ceff provides a measure of the torsional stress

experienced by a replisome. Overall, chromatin substantially reduces the torsional stress experienced by a replisome during

replication in comparison to naked DNA. This advantage is only lost near termination ðf /1Þ.

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

For custom programs and scripts used in this study, please contact Dr. Michelle Wang (mwang@physics.cornell.edu).
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Figure S1. Gel Electrophoresis Assay of Nucleosome Array Assembly, Related to Figures 2–4 and 6

Agarose gel electrophoresis of assembled nucleosome arrays. Arrays were prepared at different [histone octamers]:[601 DNA repeats] molar ratios (indicated

above the gel image) as described in the ‘‘Nucleosome Assembly’’ section under Method Details. During nucleosome assembly, the 64-mer DNA construct and

147 bp competitor DNA were mixed to an equal mass concentration of 35 ng/mL. For this agarose gel, 2 mL of the assembly was diluted in a Tris-EDTA buffer

(10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 8% (v/v) glycerol) and loaded on a 0.7% agarose gel (6.5 3 10 cm). The gel was run under 15 V/cm in 0.2X TBE (Tris-borate-

EDTA) buffer for 30 min and post-stained with ethidium bromide. As the assembly approached saturation, the mobility of the high molecular weight band was

reduced and eventually plateaued, with concurrent formation of mono-nucleosomes assembled on the 147 bp competitor DNA. Because nucleosomes limit

ethidium bromide staining of the bound DNA, the saturation of a nucleosome assembly is more readily assessed by the disappearance of competitor DNA (Dyer

et al., 2004; Huynh et al., 2005).



Figure S2. AOT Capable of Precision Measurements for a Broad Range of Substrate Template Length, Related to Figures 2–4
Because a long DNA template of �12.7 kbp was used in this study, torsional measurements must be performed over an extended axial distance (from 0 to 4 mm

away from the coverslip) on the AOT. Therefore, we optimized the AOT to allow for accurate torque measurements over this broad distance scale.

(A) Basic operational principle of the AOT. The AOT has enabled direct control and detection of torque and rotation in individual biomolecules. In an AOT, the

trapped particle is a nanofabricated quartz cylinder that, when trapped, aligns its cylinder axis along the direction of light propagation (Deufel et al., 2007). When

the incoming laser beam is linearly polarized with electric field E
.

in, the quartz cylinder develops a polarization P
.
depending on the electric susceptibility c

! 
of the

cylinder, which is anisotropic (ce along the extraordinary axis is greater than co along the ordinary axes for quartz). The cylinder is fabricated so that the

extraordinary axis is perpendicular to the cylinder axis. Once polarized, the cylinder will experience a torque t analogous to that experienced by an electric

dipole p
.
in an electric field E

.
. This torque tends to align p

.
to E

.
and has a magnitude given by t =

�
�
�
�E
.
3p

.
�
�
�
� =Epsinqwhere q is the angle between E

.
and p

.
. Though

the equation for the torque on a cylinder is more complex due to its geometry (La Porta and Wang, 2004), the essential idea is the same. This torque will act until

the extraordinary axis and E
.

in are aligned, at which point t
.
= 0 since E

.
is parallel to p

.
and q = 0. The cylinder can thus be rotated about its axis by rotation of the

laser polarization. Torsionally anchoring a biological molecule to one end of the cylinder allows the independent application of force and torque to the molecule.

The torque that rotates the cylinder to align the extraordinary axis to the trapping laser’s polarization is provided by the angular momentum intrinsically carried by

light. Because angular momentum must be conserved, the torque imparted to the cylinder by the trapping laser can be detected via a change in the angular

momentum of the trapping laser after it passes through the trapped cylinder (La Porta and Wang, 2004). This is illustrated here by the change in the laser

polarization from linear ðE.inÞ to elliptical after it passes through the cylinder ðE.outÞ. The same trapping beam is thus used for torque application as well as the

detection of the trapped particle’s angle and the applied torque, without the need for a secondary detection beam or imaging method. This detection method is

exceedingly direct, relying solely on conservation of angular momentum, and distinguishes the AOT from other torque detection methods.

(B) Experimental configuration to measure torque required to supercoil a DNA molecule. Here a DNA molecule was torsionally anchored at one end to a

microscope coverslip and at the other end to the bottom of a trapped quartz cylinder. During a typical experiment, the force, displacement, torque, and angle of

the cylinder are simultaneously measured at kilohertz frequencies as the cylinder is rotated to introduce supercoiling in the DNA (Deufel et al., 2007; Forth et al.,

2008; Sheinin et al., 2011). In this work, the AOT has been optimized to allow for accurate measurements from long DNA substrates via rigorous torque cali-

brations to correct for spherical aberrations of trapping laser beam when it was focused into an aqueous medium.

(C) Direct torque measurements of a long DNA molecule. Shown are extension and torque measurements for naked DNA molecules of 12.7 kbp and 6.1 kbp in

length. The experiments were conducted under 0.5 pN of force in the topoisomerase buffer. As twist was introduced to a DNA molecule, torque increased

essentially linearly until the DNA buckled to form a plectoneme, after which the torque plateaued. Vertical dashed lines indicate buckling transitions. Because the

torsional mechanics of DNA is scale invariant, torque versus superhelical density should be independent of DNA length (Marko, 2007). Indeed, themeasurements

verified this within measurement uncertainty.



Figure S3. Single Chromatin Fiber Composition, Saturation, Stability, and Characteristics Assayed Using the AOT, Related to Figures 2 and 3
(A) Experimental configuration to stretch a chromatin fiber axially using the AOT. For each single chromatin fiber substrate investigated in Figure 3, immediately

following the torsional measurement, the substrate was returned to the zero-turns state and then stretched along the axial direction of the AOT to disrupt

nucleosomes (Figures 2B and 2C). The resulting force-extension curve allowed us to assay the composition of the nucleosome array (e.g., nucleosomes versus

tetrasomes) and the number of nucleosomes on DNA.

(B) Nucleosome composition selection criterion. In the force-extension curve, an array containing only full nucleosomes and no tetrasomes should haveNin = Nout

(solid black line). A large deviation from this relation is indicative of an array with other nucleosomal structures. For example, an array containing some tetrasomes

is expected to have Nin >Nout. We therefore impose a selection criterion that ðjNin �Nout j =NinÞ%0:15 with the selection boundary shown as a dash line. This

criterion optimizes the chance of selecting a high quality array while accommodating measurement uncertainties inNin and Nout. Each red dot came from a single

trace that passed this selection criterion.

(C) Extension versus nucleosome array saturation relationships at 0.5 and 0.25 pN. During a twisting experiment, we intend to use the extension at zero turns to

estimate the number of nucleosomes on a substrate. Here, in order to establish this relationship using force versus extension curves, we examined this relation at

two forces, 0.5 pN and 0.25 pN, for all arrays that passed the selection criteria shown in Figures S3B and S3E. The relationship at 0.5 pNwas later used to estimate

the number of nucleosomes on single chromatin fiber substrates in the experiments performed on MT. Similarly, the relationship at 0.25 pN was later used to

estimate the number of nucleosomes on braided chromatin fiber substrates where the entire substrate was held at 0.5 pN, so that each array was expected to

experience half of the total force assuming that the two arrays are parallel to each other. Error bars are SEMs.

(D) Experimental configuration to twist a single chromatin fiber substrate using the AOT.

(E) Single chromatin fiber stability under twisting. A selection criterion for a good array is that the extension versus turns relation (also known as the ‘hat curve’)

must show sufficient stability and should be essentially reversible during the course of twisting measurements. Shown is an example trace of adding (black) and

(legend continued on next page)



removing (red) turns, resulting in two hat curves. Data were smoothed by a 1 turn sliding window. We require that the average difference in extension between

these two curves be < 50 nm.

(F) Characterizing buckling-like transitions in chromatin. To illustrate how the data analysis was performed to characterize buckling-like transitions of a single

chromatin fiber, we make a sketch of the profile of a hat curve such as the one shown in (E). Each hat curve was fit by a 5-piecewise function, which consists of

3 linear regions (left, middle, and right linear, gray) and 2 quadratic regions (black). To reduce the size of the parameter space, we require that the function and its

derivative be continuous. We define the position of a ‘‘buckling-like’’ transition to be at the intercept of the fit to the middle linear region with that of an adjacent

linear region. A useful quantity to characterize these transitions is the number of turns required for the onset of the transition in either the (-) or (+) direction. Here,

we call this quantity the transition width: w�t for the (-) transition, and w+
t for the (+) transition.

(G) The transition width as a function of the number of nucleosomes on DNA. Error bars are SEMs. The red lines are the linear fits to the data.



Figure S4. Braided Chromatin Fiber Composition, Saturation, Stability, and Characteristics Assayed on the AOT, Related to Figures 2 and 4

(A) Experimental configuration to stretch a double chromatin fiber substrate axially using the AOT. For each braided (double) chromatin fiber substrate inves-

tigated in main text Figure 4, we assayed the composition of the fibers and the level of saturation. Immediately following the torsional measurement, each

substrate was returned to the zero-turns state and stretched along the axial direction of the AOT to disrupt nucleosomes in both arrays (Figures 2D and 2E).

(B) Nucleosome composition selection criterion. In the force-extension curve, if the two nucleosome arrays in a double substrate contain the same number of

nucleosomes and only canonical nucleosomes, we expect that Nin =Nout (black line). We impose a selection criterion that ðjNin �Nout j=NinÞ%0:20 (gray region).

When the two arrays in a double substrate contain substantially different numbers of nucleosomes, our method for detecting the boundaries of inner-turn and

outer-turn releases will result in a detectedNin closer to that of the array with a larger number of nucleosomes and the detectedNout closer to that of the array with

a smaller number of nucleosomes. Therefore, the detected ðjNin �Nout j=NinÞ becomes large, so these substrates will naturally be excluded from further analysis.

Thus this selection criterion simultaneously selects substrates with two arrays both being similar in the number of nucleosomes and containing primarily canonical

nucleosomes. Each data point came from a single trace that passed this selection criterion.

(C) Experimental configuration to twist a double chromatin fiber substrate using the AOT. The distance of end anchor separation is also indicated.

(D) Stability of the braided chromatin fiber under twisting. Like the single chromatin fiber, a good braided chromatin substratemust show sufficient stability, and its

hat curve should be reversible during the course of twisting measurements. Shown is an example trace of adding (black) and then removing (blue) turns, resulting

in two hat curves. Data were smoothed by a 1 turn sliding window. We require that the average difference in extension between these two curves be < 50 nm.

(E) Hat height versus nucleosome array saturation for traces. Aswith a single chromatin fiber substrate, a convenient estimate for the number of nucleosomes on a

braided chromatin fiber substrate may be obtained from the hat height (extension at 0 turns when the substrate is torsionally relaxed). In Figure S3C, we es-

tablished the relationship of hat height as a function of the number of nucleosomes in an ideal braided chromatin fiber substrate where the two arrays contain the

same number of nucleosomes and are parallel to each other. This ideal relationship is replotted here (black line). We then plotted measurements (blue dots) from

braided fiber substrates that passed the selection criteria shown in Figures S4B and S4D. We found that these measurements (blue dots) fall within 20% of the

ideal value.



Figure S5. Braided Chromatin Substrate Torsional Stiffness Measurements under Twisting by the AOT, Related to Figure 4

We intend to determine the torsional modulus of a braided chromatin fiber substrate from the torque versus turns relation of the AOT data (Figure 4C). Ideally these

experiments should be performed with the end anchor separations of the two chromatin fibers resembling those during replication. Based on the dimensions of a

replisome (Quantification and Statistical Analysis), we estimate that anchor separations are�80 nm,much smaller than the overall length of chromatin substrates,

which is on the order of a micron. Therefore, we need to develop a method to select traces with small anchor separations. Under the limit of zero anchor

separations at both ends, the free energy to twist a braid is expected to change gradually, giving rise to smooth changes of both extension and torque near zero

turns (Charvin et al., 2005). Therefore, the torsional modulus of the substrate can be determined via the slope of the torque versus turns relation. As anchor

separations increase, the free energy to twist a braid is expected to vary abruptly between�0.5 and +0.5 turns, resulting in a sharp decrease in extension as well

as overshoots and an apparent discontinuity in torque (Charvin et al., 2005).

In principle, traces with small anchor separations could be selected based on small torque overshoots and torque discontinuity. However, the noise in the torque

signal limited the accuracy of this method of selection. Fortuitously, the extension signal, obtained concurrently with the torque signal, had much lower noise and

served as a better candidate for selection. We therefore selected traces with a smooth and rounded extension versus turns curve (hat curve) near zero turns using

the following criteria. We first normalized each hat curve by its maximum extension and then fit the normalized extension data between �10 and +10 turns

to a parabola. We require that the rise of the normalized extension above this fit be smaller than 0.015 and the quadratic termmagnitude of the fit be smaller than

5 3 10�4/turns2. We estimate (Charvin et al., 2005) that the maximum rise limit of 0.015 corresponds to roughly �130 nm in maximum anchor separations for

arrays containing �46 nucleosomes.

As shown in this figure, we found that upon this selection, the torque signal becamemore continuous without detectable overshoots. Nonetheless, it still exhibited

a small torque discontinuity near zero turns. Thus, we fit the torque data at R 3 turns to a linear function allowing for a torque intercept. The slope of this fit was

then used as the torsional stiffness of a braid and converted to the torsional modulus (see Quantification and Statistical Analysis). This fitting function, instead of

one with a zero-torque intercept, should provide a conservative estimate of the torsional modulus and avoid overstating our conclusions presented in the main

text Figure 5.

(A) Naked DNA braiding. Data were smoothed using a sliding window of 0.02 turns for extension and 4 turns for torque. The blue curves are the same as shown in

main text Figures 4B and 4C (gray curves) for traces that passed all selection criteria. The mean rise of the normalized extension above the fit was 0.010,

corresponding to traces with smaller anchor separations. The red line is a fit to the blue torque dataR 3 turns, resulting in a slope of 0.17 ± 0.01 pN$nm/turn. The

black curves represent an average of 8 traces with a mean rise of the normalized extension above the fit of 0.040, corresponding to traces with larger anchor

separations that did not pass the anchor separation selection criterion. As expected, at larger anchor separations, the extension showed a sudden decrease and

the torque signal showed overshoots and a larger discontinuity near zero turns. In order to more clearly visualize the torque near zero turns, we show an inset for

(legend continued on next page)



the black torque data smoothed to 0.02 turns. A fit to the black torque dataR 3 turns resulted in a slope of 0.15 ± 0.02 pN$nm/turn, comparable to that of the blue

torque data, suggesting that this slope is insensitive to the selection criteria for the two sets of data analyzed here.

(B) Chromatin fiber braiding. The data were presented and processed in the same way as in (A), except for the use of chromatin substrates each containing 46

nucleosomes on average. The blue curves are the same as shown in main text Figures 4B and 4C (blue curves) for traces that passed all selection criteria. The

mean rise of the normalized extension above the fit was 0.010, corresponding to traces with smaller anchor separations which are estimated to be �70 nm

(Charvin et al., 2005). The red line is a fit to the blue torque dataR 3 turns, resulting in a slope of 0.33 ± 0.03 pN$nm/turn. The black curves represent an average of

14 traces with a mean rise of the normalized extension above the fit 0.060, corresponding to traces with larger anchor separations that did not pass the selection

criterion described above. Just as with naked DNA, at larger anchor separations, the extension showed a sudden decrease and the torque signal showed torque

overshoots and a larger discontinuity near zero turns. A fit to the black torque dataR 3 turns resulted in a slope of 0.27 ± 0.09 pN$nm/turn, similar to the valued

obtained from the blue torque data, again suggesting that this slope is insensitive to the anchor separation selection criteria for the two sets of data analyzed here.



Figure S6. Chromatin Fiber Integrity and Saturation Assayed on the MT, Related to Figure 6

For substrates used for experiments on the MT shown in main text Figure 6, we also applied a selection process parallel to that used for experiments on the AOT.

Unlike the AOT, the MT measures extension but not torque. Therefore, the selection criteria for data traces obtained using the MT must rely on the extension

data only.

(A) Experimental configuration to twist a single chromatin fiber substrate using the MT.

(B) Single chromatin substrate stability. This experiment was conducted in a fashion similar to that for Figure S3E, except using the MT. We require that for a

substrate to be used for further analysis, the average difference in extension between the curves of adding turns and removing turns be < 50 nm.

(C) Single substrate selection criterion based on (+) transition width w+
t versus number of nucleosomes. For each array, we also used the measured transition

width in the (+) direction ðw+
t Þ versus number of nucleosomes as a selection criterion. The transition width is defined in Figure S3F. For each trace, we first

estimated the number of nucleosomes based on the extension at zero turns using the relationship established in Figure S3C. Using this calculated number of

nucleosomes, we then compared themeasuredw+
t with the expected value (solid black line, from Figure S3G). For an array to be selected for further analysis, we

require thatw+
t is within 20% of the expected value. This selection criterion takes into account errors in estimating the number of nucleosomes. The errors are in

part due to difficulties in obtaining accurate measurements of the absolute extension on the MT.

(D) Experimental configuration to twist a double chromatin fiber substrate using the MT.

(E) Braided chromatin substrate stability. This experiment was conducted in a fashion similar to that for Figure S4D, except using the MT. We require that for a

substrate to be used for further analysis, the average difference in extension between the curves of adding turns and removing turns be < 50 nm.

(F) Braided chromatin substrate selection for configuration with small anchor separations. We used a similar anchor separation selection method as that for the

AOT data (Figure S5B). We require that the rise of the normalized extension above this fit be smaller than 0.07, and the quadratic term magnitude of the fit be

smaller than 1.43 10�3/turns2. The blue curve represents a trace that passed this selection, indicative of having small anchor separations. Traces that passed this

selection were used for analysis of Figure 6. We estimate (Charvin et al., 2005) that these traces have an average anchor separation of �140 nm. On the other

hand, the black curve did not pass this selection and shows a sharp peak near zero turns, indicative of large anchor separations.
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